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About This Game

THIS GAME REQUIRES THAT YOU OWN AN OCULUS RIFT DK2.

Rift's Cave is an adventure/puzzle solving Virtual Reality game designed for the Oculus Rift.

This game was inspired from beautiful, diverse environments and scenery - in Rift's Cave you'll be able to experience such
inspirations for the first time in stereoscopic view.

You'll live an epic adventure exploring fantasy landscapes, solving mysteries and using your magic skills to defend yourself
from what lies within. Discover epic temples, deserts, snowy forests, giant caves and much more!

Rift's Cave Alpha Features

Begin the adventure, find out who you are and why you're stranded in a mysterious cavern.

Use your magic skills to protect yourself against bloodcurdling ghosts, solve puzzles, or just turn a light when you can't
see!

Explore for hours! You'll be projected into a new fantastic fantasy world for the first time in VIRTUAL REALITY!

Bizarre creatures that will be lurking around any corner.
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Use your special view to relive ancient adventures and secrets including additional backstory on the cave itself!

A new level of immersion and some epic fantasy maps to explore, just dive in!

Developer Notes

If you have any questions about the development of Rift's Cave, please use this email at frostearthstudio@hotmail.com
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Title: Rift's Cave
Genre: Adventure, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Frost Earth
Publisher:
Frost Earth
Release Date: 1 Dec, 2014

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Dual-Core 2.4 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GTX 570

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX®-compatible

Additional Notes: Requires Oculus Rift DK2

English
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rift hibernation cave. rift breeding cave dragonvale. rift breeding cave. rift cave rf. rift hibernation cave location. rift howling
caves. rift underwater cave

Horible game. Trash game. I DO NOT recommend!

>LITERALLY NO SETTINGS.
>Seating position is always rotated 90 degrees clockwise.
>Awful motion control system
>No steering wheel support. They don't care about the game and are never updating it waste of money.. Game is absolutely
atricious. This is a "Full Release"? Yeah okay this .40 boutta go off. Very nice little game. Little details--the way I can see and
feel the light sword melt the ground, the way the fluffy physics of the bear make me want to protect it even more--stand out.
That said, as of now, it does crash on me occassionally. Hopefully that will be fixed soon.. It was shorter than I thought it would
be, so I'm glad I got it on sale. It's a nice little city management game. The constant demands for tribute from Hera and Mard
were really annoying though because they just kept on happening every minute later on in the game. I love mythology, so I was a
little annoyed at the use of Hera instead of Juno and calling her the goddess of darkness. Not to mention the stuff with Saturn.
Overall, I liked it, but get it on sale.. Beta 2 is out and finally the game feels much more balanced and fun to play.
The UI is a bit rough (buttons, menus, etc. don't seem polished yet), but the 3D visuals are delightful and professionally done.

The developers really listen to the community and add important features within a reasonable time frame.
The Mims already supplies hours of quirky fun gameplay, and seems to have a lot of surprises coming up in future versions..
WHAT a piece of a BEEP for a game. You cant even make your own key-bindings and invert mouse... damn what a waste of
money... Good it was on sale, but still totally waste of money!!!!!

And I have to play this game for at least 5 mins before I can make this review.. Now its waste of Money and 5 mins time of my
life!!!

Now I'm deleteing it!!!

. As a game-reviewer, I can't say that you'll always agree with my opinions. In fact, there will come a day when I recommend a
game you hate, or dislike one that you love. I can't promise that I'll always be right, or never be wrong, but I need you to do one
thing for me.

I need you to believe me. I need you to trust me. This review can't continue until I make it absolutely, positively, 100,000%
clear that I am not a robot. I am not a soul-less husk of computer chips, wires, and circuit-boards. I am a flesh & blood human
that is worried about the future. With every passing day, humans are building more robots. These robots are being programmed
to take our jobs, drive our cars, and eventually replace us in every way imaginable. You thought it was bad when your spouse
discovered Hitachi? In a few years, she's going to have her own robo-Jude Law. That's right, you'll come home one day to find
Gigolo Joe himself in your bed.

To combat this new and overwhelming loneliness, you turn back to videogames. However, due to rapid advances in AI
programming, robots will be the ones making all of them. Human game-developers are... too inefficient... too costly. For one
thing, humans require sleep, and no matter how poorly this industry treats its workers, most of them still manage to get a few
hours of rest each day. With robot workers, we get new videogames every minute. Unfortunately, they're all shameless,
effortless, pointless wastes of time. Big Action Mega Fight! is best described as a taste of the future.

The first warning sign that this is probably going to be a lousy game, is the number of enemy-types. Beatemups are known for
repetitive enemies, and every low-life somehow manages to have thirty twin brothers, all with different-colored jackets.
However, almost all beatemups have more than five types of enemies. The first stage in the genre classic Streets of Rage 2 has
more enemy-types than this game. The bad-guys in SoR 2 also manage to have more than one move. Now that's just crazy isn't
it? Robots don't even have a fundamental understanding of how a beatemup should work. All of the enemies have one move
each, and they all have the reaction time of a dead skunk.

The problem with robots is that they don't understand the details. They look at bullet-points. They calculate that if their
videogames have all of the features, then they will be considered enjoyable to human-beings. Now let's look at a few of these
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features. Big Action Mega Fight! has meaningless grinding. In order to strengthen your stats and power-ups, you need money.
When you have the money, you can level-up. Leveling up is good, it's like getting a pat on the head, or a nice little treat. That's
right human! Listen to this "ding"! Doesn't it sound so very pleasant? A videogame should feel rewarding to play. You're not
supposed to get rewarded just because you play it, and certainly not with ridiculous upgrades like +40% damage to power-up
that has a random chance of appearing.

Big Action Mega Fight! also has randomness. Apparently we enjoy being surprised. Before each stage, your special ability is
randomly selected, and that's supposed to be awesome. If you don't like the power you recieve, you can choose to spin the wheel
again for a mere 10 coins. You could also just back out of the level and restart it, but you'd miss out on the opportunity to throw
money away. Sometimes the game also randomly decides what enemy you should be punching. Sometimes, you'll just slide into
a position in front of the enemy. It's disorienting and doesn't make any sense, which makes it a fantastic idea for this game.

Do you know what else humans love? REFERENCES! Do you love any or all of the following: Back to the Future, Breaking
Bad, Rick Astley, Final Fight, Streets of Rage, Street Fighter 2, The Legend of Zelda, and videogames? If your answer is yes, yes,
or hell freakin' yes then you are 100% guaranteed to love this game. BAMF! has MEMES as well! Jokes as old as the Internet
will never not refuse to be unfunny. Highly advanced robot processors have already determined that you are supposed to like
this game, because it makes jokes about Zelda, and it's designed to mimic those old beatemups you're always nostalgic for. Still,
I want you to consider this.

 How can a game mimic beatemups of the past, if it doesn't even have boss-fights? There aren't any in this game. Even if the
game had a few bosses that were cheap and laughably-programmed, they'd still lend a sliver of variety to keep things somewhat
interesting. Instead, the game just ends at level 38.

Unfortunately, robots are incapable of making a fun videogame. When it comes to designing all of the elements that make up a
game, they're exceedingly proficient. However, if BAMF! is any indication, a robot's idea of fun is mashing through 38 stages
of boring one-dimensional enemies, using one of three moves, and spending a perfectly good weekend leveling a completely
useless power-up, just because it's there. There's no challenge, no replay-value, nothing that could draw somebody's attention for
more than 10 minutes.

This is the future Isaac Asimov didn't predict. The robots might not be allowed to kill us, but they can design videogames that
are so bland, so boring, so by-the-numbers and predictable, that humanity will lose hope. Big Action Mega Fight! is a perfect
example of everything that's wrong with game-design. It's a product focus-tested and overly-designed to the point where only
other robots could find it enjoyable.
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Not terrible, but don't expect a real game here. The experience is very short 10mins or so. I also acidentally scratched my vive
controller trying to catch a mischeivous imp like creature with a crystal in his head. Bit of a bummer, luckily its only superficial.

The ballerina at the end features a nice bit of motion capture.. Just like hitman but instead of the modern time its the WWII
time!! Coolest thing about this game is each uniform you find from the germans you are only able to get in certain places due to
your rank of the soldiers uniform. For this being said you then would have to find a german officer uniform so you can get into
restricted areas. Inventory system is well done and can carry backpacks to hold more items. You can also drive cars, trucks, and
bikes. Using allie weapons can alarm the enemys if your in disguise. Lockpicking system is pretty cool.

If your a steath person and enjoyed the hitman series, than this is the series for you!. If you're into Braid-like time-puzzles that
are way harder, this is your game!

Really clever and often difficult puzzles! Starts easy and ramps up in difficulity.

Recommended!. Good job guy. There was little to no nudity, very sub par. Along with my desire to play this game, especially
after making a porn film and not being able to even watch it, my boner died and I feel as though it was a waste of testosterone. I
would not recommend this game as it is one huge tease. If this game was a female in real life and was♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ I would feel
no sympathy at all. DO NOT PLAY THIS GAME!. It was super risky for me to download a game from a new company ( I think
it\u2019s new) with this price, but I decided to purchase it anyway because I realized that it\u2019s an open world game, which
I believe was a strong motivation for me. It\u2019s the first horror open world game guys!!!!
The price is a bit high, but I don\u2019t think that the price should stop anyone from buying this game. The characters are super
scary and the atmosphere is as good as the characters.. Just like the real election; broken.

You cant even open the game I really wanted to become a president.
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